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My home has a youtube channel with over 700 Videos! Hi, Thank you for visiting my website. My name is Will and if you have questions or want to contribute a project or idea you can contact me Matteo Carcassi is a classic guitar and composer in the 19th century Italian. He started by playing the piano as a child but
quickly switched to Guitar. His popularity and repertoire of his written works continued today mainly because Opus numbers 59 and 60 are the Carcass Method for Guitar (opus 59)and 25 progressive melodies (opus 60). And both of these works are still used by guitars and classic instructors. Both books work hand-in-
hand after students finished with methods for their guitar moves to a more challenging 25 Progressive Melodies. Little biographical information: He was born in Florence Italy in 1792 and he died in Paris in 1853 and he spent as much time as a concert performer for guitar and as an instructor for guitar and piano. One
interesting thing to note is that much of his fame was overset, by a time very long by the popularity of one of his contemporaries (Fernando Carulli) and many of Carcassi's fame and longevity may be attributed to his good friend Antoine Meissonnier who is a producer of Carcassi's work. His writing works for guitar
included 74 works (Opus 1-74) and some of the more popular ones, in addition to methods and 25 studies including famous works rewritten for guitar. A good example of this is that William told overture (Opus 36) I have been using the Carcass Method and Progressive Review 25 over the years and it's amazing how
good these works are. The music is quite beautiful. He's really a talented composer :) If you're a beginner for a classic guitar, you might want to consider starting with this work. Here's one of his composures in the MP3 I've played if you want to hear: Carcassi Piece. It's a simple and wonderful piece of Opus 59 Method
(MP3 1:02, 196 kb) Here are some free sheet music works by Carcassi that you can download; Enjoy! Work courtesy : (State musikbibliotek - Swedish Music Library) Six fantasy 25 Etudes for Nice Guitar composition set especially if you are a beginner. (This is Opus 60) Composition for Guitar – This is more challenging
than the previous 25 etudes of the Carcassi Method – This is a method to learn how to play guitar but this particular public domain document is in French. All music is good and you can use this successfully. If you are interested in more of his Amazon.com has methods for guitar and his Progressive Studies. Classic
Guitar Method (0762) New Edition, Classic Guitar Method basic approach to playing guitar. It provides a schedule of relative values of notes, definitions and explanations of rudimentary rudimentary elements play like scale and tempo. This is one of the most famous guitar method books for students and teachers! Matteo
Carcassi - 25 Melody and Progressive Studies, Op. 60: Books/CD Packs - One of Carcassi's (1792-1853) most famous classical guitar music collections - is indispensable for modern guitar music and technical development. Presented by Paul Henry. 49-minute audio accompaniment. If you want to hear some quality
Carcassi pieces now Amazon has a great music download service and here is Carcassi Pieces you can download and listen instantly. Etude No. 23, by Matteo Carcassi (1796-1853), is a great idiomatic guitar study. This lesson will explore its porridge, equal strength of the left, and right-hand thumb control, with
inspiration from select—but in no way exhaustive—a great set of 20th-century guitar methods. Since most guitars tend to collect these books, this article will highlight how to get more mileage than your method collection. THOROUGH REVIEW Today there are many excellent methods to help learn its guitar and
techniques. This is not always the case. Carcassi, a contemporary of the younger Fernando Sor, Mauro Giuliani, and Ferdinando Carulli, helped start this foundation in the published guitar method we took for granted today. Unfortunately, there is still little biographical account of Carcassi's life, in addition to our
knowledge of a handful of concert tours in England and Germany and the fact that he fought in the Napoleonic War. He is mainly known to us today via Op. 60 study (Paris, 1836), which is considered a standard repertoire for guitar students who want to improve their technique. Etude No. 23 is a very fun study that
focuses on idiomatic slurs, but also uses a lot of the basic material you need to make music: arpeggios, scale debris (main and small), and interesting harmony. It is within 12/8, which is the signature compound time for 4/4 (count four sets of triplets). RIGHT HAND Micro 1 study is based on Ex. 4 (p. 13) from Ricardo
Iznaola's The Path to Virtuosity. Although this method begins with a simple exercise, it is created to help students acquire echelons over advanced techniques. This micro-study will help address the control of RH thumbs needed in Etude No. 23. This simple micro study can be played with a rest stroke by a thumb, or i m
a. Alternatively, all fingers rest strokes or all free lashes. Once they are safe, add the thumb moisturize; RH's thumb returns and stops the string (after playing a bass note) and is observed by an asterisk. Using such simple snippets, you can train mechanisms you to do easily when needed in more complicated music,
such as Etude No. 23. &amp;RIGHT HAND; LEFT This piece is in ternary form, structured A B A. Micro Study 2 inspired by Ex. 6 (p. 22) from one of the a century ago, Scott Tennant Pumped Nylon. This method is structured around complete heating for modern guitars. Micro-study facilitates the independence of LH
fingers and RH coordination you need in Carcassi to nail the shape of the cord (with slurs) along worried boards. It is now known as spider exercises and has many variations; see examples. Slow down at first, in one position, until you are comfortable, and then move each bar one worried by the guide fingers. Note: it
needs to be played and down eventually. The Micro 3 study addressed scale debris from Etude No. 23, and was a template for the same route. It uses rhythmic variations, which are available in most method books, such as Tennant and in Carlos Bonell's Technique Builder. Bonell's method, based on a workbook format,
covers invaluable practical exercises to help build good guitar techniques. Aim to gain lurch with every rhythm. Challenging the scale with different rhythms will help strengthen your understanding of music and improve performance (speed). This micro-study requires a metronome, so start slow down and then push the
tempo until you get separated. That's your wall, and it should be a goal to break through every practice session. LEFT-HANDed Micro Study 4 is a porridge exercise inspired by Examples 99 and 100 (p. 88) from the relatively comprehensive Solo Guitar Playing 1 by Frederick M. Noad. This method is intended for
beginners and has almost everything in it you need to start learning guitars, from how to read music to basic techniques, along with pieces of graduation. This micro-study works on hammer and pull-off at the same time. There are various fingers available for him, and one has been provided that works slurs for Etude No.
23. You are encouraged to find your own, especially your challenging combination. And remember: the pull-off is actually pluck-down, and the hammer-on requires less force and more speed and accuracy. Both were started by LH knuckles. EDITION As usual with 19th-century music, check the editorial disorders in the
edition you have. There are two great sources to consider: the Tecla edition, which presents Carcassi's etudes as he intends them, sans editorial recommendations; and the new De Oro Publishing edition, which has been fully scored by Tariq Harb and has separate DVDs for stunning musical editions, melodies, music.
THIS FINAL REFLECTION of Etude, which is of course very flashy once and running, will actually highlight any technical deficiencies in the game. So, it is worthwhile to practice it diligently. To achieve the results, here are some advice taken from Charles Duncan's Classic Guitar practical method of companions for
advanced students. The goal in performance is to play with legato's ability, rhythmic surge, and dynamic dynamics other words, with the type of creative freedom that is a high level of control reward. Etude No. 23 is a perfect example of how you can use your collection of methods to invigorate and inspire your daily
practice regimen. ____ Something aspiring to ... Ad blockers detected: Our websites are made by showing online ads to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by disabling your ad blocker on our website. Classroom environment for compassion of Technical Questions &amp; Answers, The concept of How-To Music



theory, etc. Forum rules IV Law governing the quotes/excerpts of Bonifacio Post music by Bonifacio » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 16:12 pm Hi all, If anyone has used the Carcassi Method please comment on: What's good and what's bad about it. I've started using it and found that it's pretty good because it gives
guidance on the right fingers for the left and right hands. However, I/m are not experienced in CG and would like some expert opinions on the long-term use of this method. thank you. Guitar Slim Post by Slim Guitar » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 16:23 pm My advice on the Carcassi method, or any 19th-century method
-- beware! Guitar was a different instrument at that time, it was a little smaller for one thing, and the technique to play it was very different, especially the right hand. Modern techniques are designed for guitar and nylon straps (not guts) today. And techniques have advanced in general over the last century. My
recommendation is to work from modern methods as your main book. The pedagogical material of the 19th century is still very important for traditional classic guitars, but it is more for substances (canneds and exercise) than techniques. Learn 19th-century studies and exercises by all means, but be sure to use modern
techniques when you play. Gohanndes Post by Gohanndes » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 16:34 pm So, which book will be an excellent modern classic guitar method? Thank you, Gohanndes drvmusic Post by drvmusic » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 17:40 pm I have used Carcassi's book, and liked it Johnston Post
by Johnston » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 18:52 pm Glad I read this, just check this book from the library. It looks good from a glance. Florentin Tise Post by Florentin Tise » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 19:03 pm I highly recommend the Carcassi Method, as well as the Carulli Method. I'm not saying that using the
method is the BEST way. Nor I say that carulli carcasses and methods are the best method out there. This is just a method I use pretty much with many students, as well as with myself I first learned as a child. I would agree that some of the things in identification may be out of date, especially when you read about right-
handed techniques. But most new editions have updated the information there. I love these books a lot because they approach instruments in a gradual way, always offering a lot of music that is suitable for students. My favorite part is the part that deals with playing in higher positions, which I think is quite overlooked with
students today. I also love the sections at the end of each book, where one can find a collection of graded pieces. Completing such a book can give students a great feeling of achievement, as well as ongoing work for each week. I highly recommend these books for students of all ages. Well, almost. wianno Post by
wianno » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 19:09 pm Florentin, What are the book editions of this method you recommend? Jack Florentin Tise Post by Florentin Tise » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 19:51 pm I have used different editions throughout the year. If the introduction of the technique is not edited, I will only explain
to students about the development of techniques in the 20th century. It can actually be a good experience to have students understand the difference. I have a very old edition of carcasses and carulli methods. I don't know what the edition is out there. My students used different ones from me. They work fine. Just do a
google search and see what different editions are out there. good luck. Derry Post by Derry » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 21:24 pm Bonifacio,, I quit for almost 20 years and now retire has played again for several months,, I use Carcassi &amp; Christopher Parkening's books and find them good,, they both advance
you quite quickly though, also have Emilio Pujol and Pepe Romero review that after review decided both above,, Carcassi that I used titled Complete Cardcassie Guitar Method with 25 studies in English &amp; Spanish,, the book number is MB93611 EN/SP.. I've had this book for years,, Parkening's books are two of its
new volumes,, Bonifacio Post by Bonifacio » Tuesday 26 September 2006, 23:15 pm Hello yet, Thank you all for responding and adding this thread. Florentin, thanks mainly for sharing your experience with the Carcassi method and to offer your suggestions. I use the Carcassi Classic Guitar Method – New Edition
Revised - ISBN 0-8258-0049-8. It has orange and black coverings (perfect for Holloween-Ha-ha!). As you mentioned in your post, it has a section entitled General Commands that appears almost It refers to the string of intestines and tuning with tuning forks, etc. The rest of the book looks okay. It's definitely not a
beginner book so it starts with a relatively middle workout. Thank you Derry Derry let me know there is Carcassi with English and Spanish training. I'll find it. You think Parkening is good too - hmm. So far it looks like there's a general consensus that the Carcassi method has better than bad. Thanks again. Drvmusic Post
by drvmusic » Wednesday 27 September 2006, 15:24 bonifacio writes:Hello again, Thank you all for responding and adding this thread. Florentin, thanks mainly for sharing your experience with the Carcassi method and to offer your suggestions. I use the Carcassi Classic Guitar Method – New Edition Revised - ISBN 0-
8258-0049-8. It has orange and black coverings (perfect for Holloween-Ha-ha!). As you mentioned in your post, it has a section entitled General Instructions that looks almost out of date. It refers to the string of intestines and tuning with tuning forks, etc. The rest of the book looks okay. It's definitely not a beginner book
so it starts with a relatively middle workout. Thank you Derry for letting me know there is a Carcass with English and Spanish exercises. I'll find it. You think Parkening is good too - hmm. So far it looks like there's a general consensus that the Carcassi method has better than bad. Thanks again. That's what I have! You
have to love the old type of face in the Book of KenK Post by KenK » Wednesday 27 September 2006, 16:21 pm Florentin writes:I highly recommend the Carcassi Method, as well as the Carulli Method ... This is just a method I used pretty much with many students, as well as with myself when I first learned as a child. Hi
Flo – I wonder if you have any thoughts on Sor op #s 35.44 or 60? Ever used this for students? Thanks KenK mark96 Post by mark96 » Wednesday 27 September 2006, 21:26 pm Bonifacio writes:Hi all, If anyone has used the Carcassi Method please comment on: What's good and what's bad about it. I've started using
it and found that it's pretty good because it gives guidance on the right fingers for the left and right hands. However, I/m are not experienced in CG and would like some expert opinions on the long-term use of this method. thank you. I kept going back to my old Carcassi Method, reviewed by G.C. Santisteban, in English
Spanish, from Ashley Publications, Inc. (copyright 1967, for $3.95, bought in the mid-70s). Santisteban claims he made modern updates with respect to exercise orders, techniques, and fingers. I find it to be a valuable resource. Mark arioso Post by arioso » Friday 29 September 2006, 04:17 am My Teacher taught me
with modern Methods of Classic Guitar (book 1-3)- Charles Duncan. jimfauni Post by jimfauni Friday 29 September 2006, 05:43 I have a Complete Carcass Guitar Method published by Mel Bay c1994. I've used it for 3 semesters classes of Classic Guitar classes (I'm on my 4th 5th and still generally use it. If you neglect
some outdated information and some typos, you'll find it very helpful. It includes Opus 60 Caracssi (25 progressive/melodic studies) behind. Yes, the book is also in English and Spanish. ISBN 0-871666-378-3. I mostly learned and practiced 25 etudes. I humbly invite you to visit my guitar website where you can hear
some of the pieces of Carcassi that I recorded, my rendition of course and not one of them was perfect. I welcome comments, tips, feedback, and visitors jfauni/guitar.html -Jim -Jim
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